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A

bout Ngan SiuMui

Ngan SiuMui was born in Hong Kong, her ancestors native of Naling, Taishan, and has been
living in Montréal since 1988. After her very first 1981 solo exhibition in Hong Kong City Hall,
she has been acclaimed as an artist conversant with Chinese calligraphy, painting, seal carving
and poetry.
Since 1984, she had been invited to present solo exhibitions, lectures and demonstrations in
Malaysia, Singapore, Taiwan Art Education Center, Universities in Canada (Saskatchewan,
British Columbia, Toronto, Bishop), Royal Ontario Museum and McCord Museum of Canada,
Temple University and Drexel University of USA, Australia Redland City Council.
She has also been involved in arts as President of Chinese Society of Art and Culture of
Canada, Chairwoman of Hong Kong Xiao Feng Society of Arts, Honorary President of Chinese
Cultural Center of Canada.
1991 Certificate of Distinction for her Solo Exhibition hosted by Taiwan Art Education Center.
1997 Invited to as one of the three prominent artists appearing in the film Merging Colors.
1999 Certificat Québécois de la citoyenneté pour le rapprochement culturel, Québec, Canada.
1999 Medal of Excellence from the Asia Art Award Selection Committee, Seoul, Korea.
2001 Calligraphy Demontration for Xi’an Exhibition video for the Quebec Civilization Museum.
2005 Invited by the Ministry of National Affairs, China as the main speaker in the International
Calligraphy Conference. Her article “The Trend of Contemporary Chinese Calligraphy  Skill and
Creation” was published in the Award Works Collection. She also received the Certificate of
Honor of the NgocOn Cup.
2005 Honor Certificate for the Calligraphy works carved into stele and collected by the Record of
History Museum in Shaanxi, China.
2010 Commissioned by the Canadian Red Cross to create a watercolor Chinese painting illustrating the
Seven Fundamental Principles.
2010 Chinese calligraphy design for Cirque du Soleil.for the stage show Guangzhou, China.
2015 Chinese calligraphy design for Canada Post, stamps of the Ram year.

Publications
Chinese Calligraphy, Abstract Art, Mind Painting (1998)
The Art of Ngan SiuMui and her Group (1994)
The Art of Ngan SiuMui (1983).

www.NganSiuMui.com
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Royal Ontario Museum – 1986

Ngan Siu-Mui Artist Statement
Part 1 ― Inheritance and Transmission
I never stop to inherit from Chinese arts and pass on my knowledge to others. My artistic
inspiration comes from the fondamental elements of life, and, just like a biography, my work
records fragments of my life.
For thirty years, I have been living in a western country (Canada). Through the deeper
understanding of western culture, I came to very deeply understand the uniqueness and
profoundness of the brush vibration art – the traditional techniques of Chinese painting and
calligraphy.

Mai He – art critic, the People's Biweekly Journal of Singapore
Ngan SiuMui is talented and has the qualities of a great master. There is a definite composition
as well as harmony in her flower and animal paintings. She has aptly and fully revealed the
elegance of the Lingnam School of painting. Apart from painting, she also does calligraphy,
poetry and seal carving... indicating her versatility. All these combine to produce a realm of
superbness... Ngan SiuMui is an artist who is willing to devote her time and energy to create
new realms of expression.
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